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An e�etive model of endogenous loks and external

stimuli determining iradian rhythms
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Abstrat

Ciradian endogenous loks of eukaryoti organisms are an established and rapidly devel-

oping researh �eld. To investigate and simulate in an e�etive model the e�et of external

stimuli on suh loks and their omponents we developed a software framework for download

and simulation. The appliation is useful to understand the di�erent involved e�ets in a

mathematial simple and e�etive model. This onerns the e�ets of Zeitgebers, feedbak

loops and further modifying omponents.

We start from a known mathematial osillator model, whih is based on experimental

moleular �ndings. This is extended with an e�etive framework that inludes the impat of

external stimuli on the iradian osillations inluding high dose pharmaologial treatment.

The external stimuli framework de�nes a systemati proedure by input-output-interfaes to

ouple di�erent osillators. With a similar idea the issue of singularity points of iradian

loks is modeled and related to di�erent model approahes. Tables explain modi�ations for

spei� organisms and by di�erent modules. The mathematial framework and formalism is

generi and allows to study in general the e�et of external stimuli on osillators and other

biologial proesses.

For an easy repliation of eah numerial experiment presented in this work and an

easy implementation of the framework the orresponding Mathematia �les are fully made

available. They an be downloaded at the following link: https://www.biozentrum.uni-

wuerzburg.de/bioinfo/omputing/iradian/.

Keywords iradian lok, external stimuli, ouple models, entrainment, relative oordination,

phase response urve, permanent stimulus, enzyme kinetis, modeling of biologial systems

1 Introdution

Ciradian loks are daily time-keeping mehanisms that help organisms to antiipate the regular

24-hour �utuation on earth. The rhythms generated by iradian loks are of endogenous nature

and persist even in the absene of environmental ues with a speies-spei� period that usually

deviates from 24 hours. They are synhronized (=entrained) to the 24-hour rhythm on earth
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by several environmental ues, alled Zeitgebers (German for "time-givers", "synhronizers"), of

whih light has the largest impat. As niely summarized in [1℄, iradian loks have the following

well de�ned properties: (1) they entrain to Zeitgeber yles with a limited range of entrainment,

(2) they an follow phase shifts of Zeitgeber yles, but they need a ertain number of transient

yles until they have established their previous phase to the Zeitgeber yle, (3) they an be

phase-shifted by light-pulses in a time-dependent manner that is haraterized in a phase-response

urve, (4) they free-run under onstant onditions with a speies-spei� period, whih is light-

dependent. Constant light either lengthens or shortens the free-running period and onstant light

of high intensity dampens the lok and �nally leads to arrhythmiity. Our aim is to start from a

known mathematial osillator model based on experimental �ndings and extend it to an e�etive

modeling framework for the iradian lok that inludes the impat of external stimuli.

Although the general properties of iradian loks are the same in all organisms, speies-spei�

di�erenes exist. When omparing for example the mouse iradian lok with the fruit �y iradian

lok, whih are standard models for mammalian and inset loks, the following di�erenes beome

evident: (1) The mouse (Mus musulus) lok has a narrower range of entrainment and it needs

longer to follow phase-shifts of the Zeitgeber yle than the fruit �y (Drosophila melanogaster)

lok. This suggests that it is less plasti and less light-sensitive. (2) In line with this suggestion,

the mouse phase-response urve to light has a lower amplitude than that of the fruit �y and the

mouse free-running period is less responsive to the light intensity. Our framework presents an

e�etive model overing all these variants of a iradian lok.

Some of these di�erenes an be explained on the moleular level. In both model systems,

iradian rhythms are generated by moleular negative feedbak loops in whih the gene produts

of ertain lok genes inhibit their own transriptional ativators after a time delay (reviewed in

[2℄; [3℄). The orthologous transriptional ativators are alled CLOCK and BMAL1 in Mus and

CLOCK and CYCLE in Drosophila. They form heterodimers that ativate transription of the

genes ryptohrome 1 and 2 (ry1/2 ) and period 1 and 2 (per1/2 ) in Mus and period (per) and

timeless (tim) in Drosophila. PER1/2-mCRY1/2 protein omplexes inMus and PER�TIM protein

omplexes in Drosophila are modi�ed (e.g. phosphorylated) and after a time delay inativate

the CLOCK-BMAL1 and CLK-CYC ativators, respetively, to repress transription. PER1/2-

CRY1/2 and PER-TIM omplexes are subsequently degraded, whih permits the ativators to

initiate the next yle of transription. We solve this in one framework by adding orresponding

terms to existing lok models denoted in Table 1.

A main di�erene exists in the e�ets of light on this negative feedbak loop: whereas light

indues the transription of per1/2 in the mouse, light leads to the degradation of TIM in the

fruit �y (reviewed in [2℄). The higher light sensitivity of the fruit �y lok an be explained by

the presene of a light-sensitive form of Cryptohrome (Drosophila CRY) that is not part of the

negative feedbak loop but instead interats with TIM in the presene of light ([4℄; [5℄). Drosophila

CRY is expressed in the lok neurons and leads to an immediate degradation of TIM and a reset

of the lok in the presene of light [6℄. This is true for all tissues in whih the lok is tiking,

not only the master lok in the brain [7℄. Thus, the master lok in the brain and the body

loks run with the same phase and both are quikly entrainable by light. In ontrast, mouse

CRYs are light-insensitive and the information about light has to reah the master lok in the

brain, spei�ally the suprahiasmati nuleus (SCN), via the eyes and the retinohypothalami

trat (reviewed by [8℄). The mouse master lok in the SCN then synhronizes the loks in the

body. Thus, there are several steps between light reeption and entrainment of the master lok

as well as between entrainment of the master lok and the body loks, also alled peripheral

osillators. As a onsequene the peripheral osillators are phase-delayed by ∼ 6 hours in respet
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to the master lok [9℄. The peripheral osillators are not only entrainable by the master lok,

but in addition by other Zeitgebers like feeding ([10℄). The main fous of the presented work is to

show how to systematially generate sub models and ombine them to a total model demonstrated

by oupling these di�erent osillators.

More spei�, the aim of the present paper is hene to investigate a purposeful framework

to inlude external stimuli into a model and thus generate a systemati way to ouple models

with an input-output-interfae. We derive an e�etive model and demonstrate the usefulness

with a simple mathematial model of the iradian lok sine the iradian lok is a�eted

by many external stimuli. Moreover, as mentioned, the inner lok of an organism onsists of

many oupled osillators whih is a lear use ase for an input-output-interfae. We use only the

minimal omponents neessary to reprodue the basi observed model behavior (see experiments

below) to keep the disussion lear and foused to the disussion of the input-output-framework

with external stimuli. Our model starts from the formalism and original model of Goldbeter (1995),

[11℄ and is extended with an input-output-framework with external stimuli. We show and fous on

the properties and interations in this system whih are ritial to reprodue, study and analyze

important system behavior of iradian loks as summarized in Table 1.

In our work, we extend this model with additional terms modeling spei� e�ets from di�erent

origin. Table 1 gives an overview over the simulated experiments and where the data an be found

in the present work. We remark that we have to be areful with external stimuli that hange

reation parameters of the model [11℄ noteworthy, like temperature or ertain hemial agents,

sine the model of Goldbeter is based on enzyme kinetis where model parameters, like reation

oe�ients, depend on temperature for example. These parameters are assumed to be onstants

in this work for the sope of the paper whih is to disuss the input-output-interfae of models.

However it paves the way for extension by letting the �onstants� depend on temperature or on

other hemials like ions in ase a more detailed model is needed. The e�et of temperature and

hemials an also be modeled by inluding orresponding enzyme kineti terms into the model

instead of hanging model parameters where the e�et of the temperature or hemials at as the

external stimuli.

In the present work we fous on establishing a general framework for the e�etive inlusion of

external stimuli. That means how to inlude only neessary information of the e�et of external

stimuli on the agents of a biologial system to be able to explain the e�et of external stimuli on

behavior su�iently well. This framework has already been used to extend SQUAD models for

regulatory networks [12, 13℄. Now, we demonstrate the wide appliability of the proposed frame-

work, in partiular to models for enzyme kinetis, exemplary based on the model of Goldbeter [11℄,

whih is without temperature dependeny of the parameters, by reproduing many experimental

outomes with a single external stimuli framework, see Table 1. This works beause a lot of ex-

periments are done with light, where temperature is onstant during the experiments or hemials

used do not hange the reation parameters of the enzymes for the moleular lok.

The fous of this work is not on alulating all spei� e�ets in Table 1 in detail but introduing

a framework and a systemati proedure that is able to inlude all these e�ets and simulate

them. An advantage of our framework of inluding external stimuli is that it is independent of

the model hosen. There is a onsiderable body of literature making the biologial model of the

iradian lok more omplete, for instane studying the spei� omponents present in the �y

or mammalian iradian lok (see Table 2). The simulation is then easily extended inluding

these proper formulas in our Mathematia framework. For example, the ideas presented in this

work how to inlude external stimuli into iradian lok models an easily be extended to more

omplex models of the �y model shown in [23℄. With analogous terms as presented in this work
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experiment exp. evidene desr. in present work

synhronization to external Zeitgeber [14℄ Figure 2a, 2, 2e, Sup. Fig. 4

restart of the endogenous lok [15℄ Supplementary Figure 3

Entrainment to di�erent external periods [16℄ paragraph following (21)

permanent stimulus of onstant intensity [17, 18℄ Figure 4e

phase-response urves [19, 20, 21℄ Spplementary Figure 7e

synhronization of peripheral loks by the SCN [22, 10℄ Figure 5a, 5, 5e, 6

Table 1: The table summarizes experiments with orresponding literature and where it is overed

in the present work.

Literature Model equations desription

[31℄ (1)-(2) basi osillations

[26℄ (2), (3), (4) interommuniation

[32℄ Table 2 mathematial osillator models

[23℄ (1a)-(1j) PER/TIM omplex

[29℄ supporting text mammalian iradian lok

[30℄ Appendix 1 detailed mammalian model

Table 2: In this table there is a seletion of model equations that an be hosen for the ombi-

nation with our external stimuli framework instead of the Goldbeter model used in this work by

substituting it by the equations referened in the olumn �Model equations�.

where we let light at on PER we an model the e�et of light on the expression of TIM. The

terms whih model the external stimuli perform their e�et by inreasing or dereasing the level

of expression of the orresponding gene. The same works for models that are for mammalians.

There are models ranging from basi [24, 25, 26, 27℄ to omplex [28, 29, 30℄ where in partiular

PER and CRY interations are modeled. Also in this ase the orresponding equations that model

the expression of, e.g., PER and CRY are supplemented by the same terms that are presented in

this work in order to in�uene their expression by the ation of the modeled stimuli. One the

external stimuli are inluded, we an analyze the model with respet to an optimal interation

with the external stimuli as shown in [12, 13℄ in order to in�uene the iradian lok and thus

the ell behavior. This is in partiularly attrative if we think of external stimuli as drugs that

interat with the iradian lok in order to alulate optimal therapies for whih our proposed

method how to inlude external stimuli an also be used.

However, to derive suh a more omplex and detailed model of the iradian lok is not the

aim of the present work. The aim is to establish a systemati input-output-interfae demonstrated

on the topi of iradian lok. This formalism has a systemati bilinear struture where the

funtion of the external stimuli is multiplied by another quantity. Aording to the law of mass

ation our presented formalism is a building blok for more omplex situations and thus we present

a rational approah to model biologial systems with as many equations as neessary to apture

e�ets like ooperativity or until the model annot be rejeted based on experimental data. By the

possibility of onsidering external stimuli as input funtions for models, we show how to ouple

di�erent models by replaing the external stimuli by the orresponding output funtions of another

model, as presented in Setion 6 and Setion 7. In this way, we an test and re�ne eah single

(sub) model for small biologial systems and onsequently have building bloks for onstruting
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big and thus omplex biologial models by well validated small models. This usually makes the

proedure of modeling more e�ient sine the parts of the models that possibly need to be re�ned

an be identi�ed fast and adjusted for the orresponding situation. For this purpose, the external

stimuli of a sub model and its output need to be measured and validated if the simulated output

�ts su�iently well to the measured output, whih is the experimental data.

In order to desribe the iradian lok modeling framework, we start from the basi model

of Goldbeter whih we introdue in the following. Subsequently, we give an introduing example

entraining the model to light dark yles. After disussing some modeling issues to adapt the

model to di�erent speies, we show results oft the model under onstant light and validate these

results with experimental results from literature. Then we show how to ombine these basi models

to generate a total model of synhronizing di�erent loks in an organism. In the Supplementary

material, we present additional basi experiments of a single osillator/model that we found in the

literature to further validate our external stimuli framework by showing that we obtain the same

results. Furthermore, the examples of the Supplementary material demonstrate how to model

di�erent e�ets with our external stimuli framework to beome more familiar with the framework.

In the Disussion, we relate our work to existing publiations and give an outlook for future work

by disussing an explanation of singularity points (one pulse of light an stop the osillation and

another an start the osillation again) from our model.

For an easy repliation of eah numerial experiment presented in this work and an easy imple-

mentation of the framework the orresponding Mathematia �les are fully made available. They

an be downloaded at the following link:

https://www.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de/bioinfo/omputing/iradian/.

Results

We reall the basi model of Goldbeter before we demonstrate how to ouple di�erent osillators.

2 The model of Goldbeter

In the work of [11℄, a model based on enzyme kinetis and ordinary di�erential equations is de-

sribed that provides limit yles and thus an be used to model endogenous osillations of proteins

in a ell. Spei�ally, that model desribes the osillations of the Drosophila period protein (PER)

and its multiple phosphorylation. A shemati of the network and a detailed desription is given

in Figure 1a and the orresponding system of ordinary di�erential equations is given by

d

dt
M = vs

Kn
1

Kn
I + P n

N

− vm
M

Km +M
(1)

d

dt
P0 = ksM − V1

P0

K1 + P0

+ V2

P1

K2 + P1

(2)

d

dt
P1 = V1

P0

K1 + P0

− V2

P1

K2 + P1

− V3

P1

K3 + P1

+ V4

P2

K4 + P2

(3)

d

dt
P2 = V3

P1

K3 + P1

− V4

P2

K4 + P2

− k1P2 + k2PN − vd
P2

Kd + P2

(4)

d

dt
PN = k1P2 − k2PN (5)
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where M is the onentration of per mRNA in the ytosol, P0 is the onentration of unphospho-

rylated, P1 the onentration of monophosphorylated, P2 the onentration of biphosphorylated

PER protein, PN is the onentration of the biphosphorylated PER protein in the nuleus. Con-

entrations are de�ned with respet to the total ell volume.

Also in the work of [11℄, the model used in the present work is validated with experimental

results. For our alulation with the model (1) to (5) we use the following values for the parameters

whih an be found in [11, Figure 2℄. We have vs = 0.76µM

h
, vm = 0.65µM

h
, Km = 0.5µM,

ks = 0.38 1

h
, vd = 0.95µM

h
, k1 = 1.9 1

h
, k2 = 1.3 1

h
, KI = 1µM, Kd = 0.2µM, n = 4, K1 = K2 = K3 =

K4 = 2µM, V1 = 3.2µM

h
, V2 = 1.58µM

h
, V3 = 5µM

h
, V4 = 2.5µM

h
with the initial values M (0) = 0.5,

P0 (0) = 0.5, P1 (0) = 0.5, P2 (0) = 0.6, PN (0) = 1.5. We always alulate the model from time

t = 0 to a �nal time. The alulations in this work are performed with Wolfram Mathematia.

In Figure 1b, we have a plot of the model where we see an almost 24 hours rhythm analogous to

[11, Figure 2℄. Throughout the work the time is plotted on the absissa and the orresponding

onentration with respet to the whole ell volume is plotted on the ordinate if not otherwise

stated.

In the following, we introdue a systemati proedure that results in e�etive models that

inlude the interation of external stimuli with a studied biologial system. For the demonstration

of the pratiability of this proedure we give several examples inluding reprodution of known

results from di�erent models and new model possibilities that are provided by our approah of

onsidering external stimuli. For this purpose, we inlude bilinear ontrol terms in order to alter

the orresponding state quantities of the ore model.

3 Entrainment to light-dark yles

We extend the model of [11℄ by a mehanism that allows to inlude external stimuli. We know

that external stimuli in�uene the iradian lok and an synhronize the rhythm to the external

time phase. Suh an external stimulus is for example light, see [14℄ or any other substanes that

in�uene the onentration of an agent of the model (1) to (5). An important appliation aspet is

that tolerane to harsh pharmaologial treatment suh as bone marrow transplantation, radiation

or mitigation of graft versus host disease depends on the time of the day. Knowing the in�uene

of external stimuli on the iradian loks is hene important for any pharmaologial treatment,

in partiular at high dose treatment regimes, but is usually not attempted as a general framework

for modeling suh in�uenes is laking. This is, however, provided here.

In our �rst experiment, we synhronize the phase of the endogenous lok to the phase of an

external Zeitgeber. We start our disussion by introduing now external in�uenes hanging the

iradian osillator. A simple in�uene assumes that the external stimulus leads to a further deay

of per mRNA (M) (e.g. ahieved by expressing a miRNA in the system or a treatment via any

suitable drug). Sine this is an e�etive model, we an just as well model the e�et on the protein

onentration with a similar e�et. We model the further deay of per mRNA by

d

dt
M = vs

Kn
1

Kn
1
+ P n

N

− vm
M

Km +M
− αuM (6)

instead of (1). The term −uM models the e�et that if the external stimulus is strong and M is

big, then the deay of M is strong, that means a lot of per mRNA is degraded and if the external

stimulus is weak and M is low, then there is almost no additional deay of M . The onstant α is
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(a) Model for iradian PER osillations, see [11℄. Sheme

of the model for iradian osillations of PER and per

mRNA. The system of the equations is given by (1) to

(5). The per mRNA (M) is transribed in the nuleus

and is transported to the ytosol, where it aumulates

at a maximum rate vs; thereby it is degraded by an en-

zyme of maximum rate vm and Mihaelis onstant Km.

The rate of translation of the PER protein, that is pro-

portional to M , is haraterized by a �rst-order rate on-

stant ks. The parameters Vi and Ki, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, denote
the maximum rate and Mihaelis onstant of the kinase(s)

and phosphatase(s) involved in the reversible phosphory-

lation of P0 into P1 and P1 into P2 of the PER protein,

respetively. The fully phosphorylated form (P2) is de-

graded by an enzyme of maximum rate vd and Mihaelis

onstant Kd, and transferred into the nuleus at a rate

haraterized by the �rst-order rate onstant k1. Trans-

port of the nulear, biphosphorylated form of PER (PN )

into the ytosol is haraterized by the �rst-order rate on-

stant k2. The negative feedbak exerted by nulear PER

on per transription is desribed by an equation of the

Hill type, in whih n denotes the degree of ooperativity

and KI the threshold onstant for inhibition.

(b) A plot of the model (1) to (5) with the parameters

vs = 0.76µM
h
, vm = 0.65µM

h
, Km = 0.5µM, ks = 0.38 1

h
,

vd = 0.95µM

h
, k1 = 1.9 1

h
, k2 = 1.3 1

h
, KI = 1µM, Kd =

0.2µM, n = 4, K1 = K2 = K3 = K4 = 2µM, V1 =
3.2µM

h
, V2 = 1.58µM

h
, V3 = 5µM

h
, V4 = 2.5µM

h
with the

initial values M (0) = 0.5, P0 (0) = 0.5, P1 (0) = 0.5,
P2 (0) = 0.6, PN (0) = 1.5.

Figure 1
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a oupling onstant that weights the in�uene of the term −uM on the time variation of M . For

our experiment, we use α = 0.05.
Our �rst experiment is as follows. We assume light as our periodi external stimulus and we

assume that the e�et of this stimulus an be e�etively modeled by an inreased degradation of

per mRNA. The light intensity osillates with a period of 24 hours aording to

u (t) := cos

(

2π
t

24
+ ϕ

)

+ 1 (7)

where ϕ is the time shift of external and internal time of the ell. We remark that there are more

sophistiated ways to model the intensity of light, for example with a onstant 0 over night and a

peak about noon. However, this does not hange the qualitative arguments in our analysis while

making the study more omplex. We start with ϕ = 0. Then, the external stimulus has the same

phase as the endogenous time of the ell, see Figure 2a, Figure 2b and the urves almost look like

the unperturbed ones from Figure 1b. That means that our framework is in aordane with the

model proposed in [11℄. Furthermore, we see that the period stays the same and is not hanged

by the mehanism that inludes the external stimulus. Regarding the di�erent forms of PER, we

only show a detailed plot of the mRNA (Figure 2b) sine the plots of all forms look the same.

This is done throughout the following work. Later in the paper we disuss the onsequenes of the

external period di�ering from the period of the endogenous lok.

If the external time is shifted ompared to the endogenous time of the ell by for example ϕ = π,

then we see in Figure 2 and Figure 2d that the endogenous time is shifted by approximately 12
hours after a transient of about 2 days. The external stimulus synhronizes the endogenous lok

with the external time so that the phase of the ell's endogenous time is again in syn with the

phase of the external time. We remark that the period of about 24 hours is unperturbed after the

transient.

For illustration, we have the �gures analogous to the results above for ϕ = π
2
and have a shift

of about 6 hours after a transient, see Figure 2 and Figure 2f.

4 Spei� organism models

In the �y we have, mediated by a signal pathway, a degradation of the PER protein aused by the

external stimulus e�etively modeled with

d

dt
P0 = ksM − V1

P0

K1 + P0

+ V2

P1

K2 + P1

− αuP0 (8)

where α > 0. We take our minimal model (1) to (5) where (2) is exhanged by (8) for �ies. We

show that, analogously to Supplementary Figure 4, the unperturbed rhythm is shifted by about

12 hours if one applies (16) with ϕ = π, see Figure 3.

In mammals we have instead that light indues per transription. Therefore, we introdue a

new model where we replae (1) by

d

dt
M = vs

Kn
1

Kn
1
+ P n

N

− vm
M

Km +M
+ γu exp (−̺M) (9)

while we still use (2) to (5) with γ, ̺ > 0. The term exp (−̺M) models the fat that if there is a

lot of per mRNA then a light stimulus is supposed to be not that e�etive as it is when there is

almost no per mRNA. In this work, we use ̺ = 1.
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2: The model of Goldbeter inluding our extension does not di�er from the original model

of Goldbeter if the moleular lok is in the phase of the external Zeitgeber. (a) Time urves where

the supersript u indiates that these time urves stem from the extended model onsisting of (6)

and (2) to (5) with (7) for ϕ = 0 and α = 0.05. (b) Time urve of the external stimulus u de�ned

in (7), of M alulated from the model 1 to (5) and of Mu
alulated from (6) and (2) to (5) with

(7) for ϕ = 0 and α = 0.05. For the Figure () and (d) the external stimulus indues a shift of

the moleular lok's phase of 12 hours where the experiment is as in (a) and (b) but with ϕ = π.

The external stimulus indues a shift of the moleular lok's phase of about 6 hours in (e) and

(f) where the experiment is as in (a) and (b) with ϕ = π
2
.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: A further digestion of PER protein shifts the phase of the moleular lok. (a) Time

urves where the supersript u indiates that these time urves stem from the extended model

onsisting of (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (8) for (16) and α = 1. (b) Time urve of the

external stimulus u de�ned in (16), of M and P0 alulated from the model 1 to (5) and of Mu

and P u
0
alulated from (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (8) for (16) and α = 1.

We remark that we assume that the prodution of mRNA (M) is limited by the apaity of

the transription proess. That means one this limit is reahed more strength of external stimuli

has no e�et. We assume that exp (−̺M) models the fat that if there is muh M , then there

will be a lot of ative transription mahinery. If we would like to avoid the exponential term and

replae it with a bilinear mehanism with the same qualitative e�et, we have to add a further

equation modeling the transription apaities. For example we have the speies T whih is the

unstimulated transription mahinery and T ∗
whih is stimulated one by the external stimulus.

We have

d
dt
T = −̺uT + ξT ∗

and

d
dt
T ∗ = ̺uT − ξT ∗

with T (0) = T0 > 0, ξ > 0 and T ∗ (0) = 0
for example. The external stimulus u transforms the unstimulated speies into the stimulated one.

The term ξT ∗
models the deay of T ∗

or a self inhibition. By the �xed initial value T0, the apaity

of transription mahinery that an be stimulated is limited and we an replae u exp (−̺M) by
T ∗

in (9). Of ourse we an further extend this model by inluding a negative feedbak loop into

the equations for T and T ∗
whih models the fat that mRNA limits its own transription. This

ould be done be adding MT ∗
into the equation for T and subtrat it in the equation for T ∗

where eah MT ∗
is multiplied with the same onstant. Depending on the quality of the data, one

may also model the reation mehanisms more detailed if there are several moleules binding to

ertain proteins of the transription mahinery or if there are asades of reations where di�erent

moleules bind to the same protein one after another. The smaller the error bars of the data points

are, the more sophistiated models, i.e. with more parameters, an be tested and distinguished with

respet to if they have to be rejeted based on the data or not. To implement more sophistiated

models we an use modi�ed equations desribing the dynamis aording to the law of mass ation

for eah speies de�ned by the moleules that have already bound to the orresponding protein.

Sine the fous of this work is on the presentation of working systematially with external stimuli

where all the previous disussed formulas �t into, we would like to proeed with the most easy

model presented in (9) for reasons of larity.

5 Constant light

How do we model a onstant stimulus suh as light? We hoose a onstant external stimulus, i.e.

uc (t) = c, (10)
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that auses a degradation of P0 (�y model) or a further transription of M (mouse model) where

c ≥ 0 is the intensity of the external stimulus. Again, we determine the periods by the peak of the

osillations of the per mRNA determined with the FindArgMax funtion of Mathematia in the

range t ∈ [80, 120] hours.

We start with the �y model with α = 1 and obtain �rst a shortening of the period and from

a turning point an elongation of the period the stronger the stimulus beomes until we have no

osillation any more whih we all arrhythmi behavior. See Figure 4a and Figure 4b for a strong

intensity where c = 1 auses an arrhythmi behavior, whih means that the osillations fade for a

strong intensity of the external stimulus until there is no rhythm, and see Figure 4 and Figure 4d

for a weak intensity of the external stimulus where c = 0.5 and the amplitude of the osillations is

smaller ompared with the unperturbed osillations.

Now, we investigate the mammalian model for γ = 2. This auses that the model also shows

arrhythmi behavior for c = 1. We have that the period beomes shorter until c = 0.4 and then

the period beomes longer until the stimulus is so strong that no osillation is detetable any more.

The �gures in this experiment look similar to the ones from the last experiment, but with di�erent

turning points, see Figure 4e.

We onlude from the two experiments that weak illumination (a small onstant stimulus c)

auses a shortening of the period, whereas high illumination (a larger c) auses a lengthening of the

period. Whether and when period shortening or lengthening is observed depends on the model (�y

or mammalian) and the orresponding parameters. In the �y model, the period shortening ours

only for a small range of c (very low illumination) while the lengthening an be seen at a wide

range of �� (low to high illumination). This is exatly what was experimentally found in �ies [18℄.

In the mammalian model, the turning point between period shortening and lengthening happens

muh later, so that shortening and lengthening over almost equal ranges of c (illumination).

Consequently, onstant light an shorten or lengthen the period of a mammal depending on the

hosen illuminane. Natural light an vary between 0 and 100 000 lux. In most experiments, only

a small range of illuminane was tested and onsequently, either period shortening or lengthening

was observed [17℄. Furthermore, the responses are di�erent in di�erent speies and most likely

depend on the light-sensitivity of their eyes. Noturnal speies that usually have very light-sensitive

eyes are expeted to show mainly period lengthening whereas diurnal speies with less sensitive

eyes should predominantly show period shortening. Indeed, Jürgen Asho� observed exatly this

phenomenon and it beame known as �Asho�s rule�. Our model predits these results. The

spei� mathematial argument is that models for noturnal speies have a larger α or γ ompared

with the values used for the data plotted in Figure 4e. Looking loser at (8) or (9), we see that due

to the produt of αu or γu, respetively, a smaller u is needed in order to obtain the same oe�ient

in front of the term P0 or exp (−̺M), respetively. This means that a weaker illuminane is needed

to be right next to the turning point. The argumentation is analogous for diurnal speies where α

or γ are smaller ompared with the values used for the data plotted in Figure 4e.

Furthermore, onsidering [18, Table III℄ and our model, we have that di�erent organisms or

mutants have di�erent ranges of intensity where a onstant stimulus auses shortening or length-

ening of the period of the endogenous lok. Thus if a period inreases or dereases if the organism

or mutant is exposed �rst to onstant light and then onstant darkness or the other way round,

depends on whether the intensity of the onstant light is in the range where the orresponding

graph is below the free running period or above. We stress that espeially with mutants the orre-

sponding turning point might be at a so high intensity that a external stimulus annot be applied

without ausing any damage to the onsidered organism in order to see both behaviors of the

period, that means shortening and lengthening.
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We ould easily adapt our model to di�erent orders of magnitude for the illuminane by re-

plaing u by ln (1 + u), for instane, adapting the orresponding parameter α or γ.

6 Modeling entral and peripheral osillators

In this setion the presented framework of external stimuli is applied to model the signaling from

the SCN to the peripheral tissues to synhronize the peripheral loks [22℄. In the next experiment,

we show that several osillators an be oupled by our framework that inludes external stimuli as

follows. A �rst osillator responds to external stimuli, for example to light as the SCN. A seond

osillator reeives a signal from the �rst osillator that orrelates to an agent involved in the �rst

osillator and thus this signal ats as the �external stimulus� for the seond osillator. While for

the SCN (�rst osillator) the external stimulus is light, the external stimulus for the peripheral

lok (seond osillator) an be hormones, neuronal ativity or body temperature. If one of these

signals orrelates with the ourrene of per mRNA or of the (phosphorylated) PER protein, we

an ouple these two osillators for example as follows.

We take the basi equations (1) to (5), where the �rst osillator is sensitive to an external

stimulus, that means (2) is replaed by (8). The seond osillator with its orresponding agents

M̃ , P̃0, P̃1, P̃2 and P̃N is also modeled by analogous equations as (1) to (5) and is oupled to the

�rst osillator by also replaing (2) by

d

dt
P̃0 = ksM̃ − V1

P̃0

K1 + P̃0

+ V2

P̃1

K2 + P̃1

− α̃P̃ 0P0 (11)

with α̃ > 0. That means there is an additional digestion of P̃0 if the onentration of P0 and P̃0

is high at the same time. The onentration of P0 is transmitted by for example some signaling

pathway to the seond osillator. More spei�, the further digestion of P̃0 orrelates to a high

onentration of P0 and P̃0 at the same time. In Figure 5a and Figure 5b, we see that the seond

osillator is synhronized to an antiparallel osillation ompared to the �rst one, that means that

there is a phase shift of π after the transient.

A parallel synhronization an be ahieved by the following model

d

dt
P̃0 = ksM̃ − V1

P̃0

K1 + P̃0

+ V2

P̃1

K2 + P̃1

− α̃P̃ 0 exp (−βP0) (12)

where β > 0. Here, in this model, a higher onentration of P0 auses a lesser digestion of P̃0,

whih is transmitted by some signaling pathway for example. More spei�, a lesser digestion of

P̃0 orrelates to a higher onentration of P0. For the disussion of replaing the term exp (−βP0)
by alternative bilinear models, see the end of Setion 4 below (9). Here the proess an be analog

where P0 stimulates another protein whih is transformed from an inative to a stimulated speies.

Then the stimulated speies, whih is high if P0 is low, an replae the term exp (−βP0). For

larity we proeed with the (12) to demonstrate how to ouple di�erent small models to a big

one with the idea of inputs modeled by external stimuli. In Figure 5 and Figure 5d, we see the

synhronization of both osillators with a shift of 0 after the transient.

If we take the model of two oupled osillators mentioned above and replae (11) by

d

dt
P̃

p
0
= ksM̃ − V1

P̃
p
0

K1 + P̃
p
0

+ V2

P̃
p
1

K2 + P̃
p
1

− αP P̃
p
0
P2, (13)
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e)

Figure 4: A strong permanent external stimulus auses arrhythmi behavior as the osillations

are dampened o�. (a) Time urves where the supersript u indiates that these time urves

stem from the extended model onsisting of (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (8) for (10) with

α = 1 and c = 1. (b) Time urve of M alulated from the model 1 to (5) and of Mu
alu-

lated from (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (8) for (10) with α = 1 and c = 1. In () and

(d) a weak permanent external stimulus auses dampening of the amplitude of the osillations,

however they are still measurable. The experiment is as in (a) and (b) with c = 0.5. In (e) we

have on the absissa the illuminane c and on the ordinate we have the period length in hours.

The periods of the endogenous loks of the �y and the mammalian model under a onstant

external stimulus. The blue graph is from the �y model and the red one is from the mam-

malian model. The data points for the �y model are (0, 23.7), (0.1, 23.5), (0.2, 23.4), (0.3, 23.7),
(0.4, 24.5), (0.5, 25.4), (0.6, 26.4), (0.7, 27.4), (0.8, 28.5), (0.9, 29.6). The data points for the mam-

malian model are (0, 23.7), (0.1, 22.8), (0.2, 22.2), (0.3, 21.7), (0.4, 21.5), (0.5, 21.5), (0.6, 21.8),
(0.7, 22.3), (0.8, 22.9), (0.9, 23.7).
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where the additional deay of P̃
p
0
depends on the produt of P̃

p
0
and P2 instead of P̃0 and P0 as in

(11), then we an see in Figure 5e that the shift of P2 ompared to P0 provides a system of two

oupled osillators where the shift of phase an have more values than just inphase ourses, i.e.

a phase shift of 0, see Figure 5 or antiphase ourses, i.e. a phase shift of π, see Figure 5a. By

this mehanism of oupling di�erent osillators, nature might reate peripheral endogenous loks

whih are out of phase with the lok of the SCN for a varying amount of hours. Thus they may

adopt any phases that are advantageous for the physiologial funtion of the peripheral osillator.

7 Food entrained peripheral loks

In our next experiment, we model a similar situation as desribed for the liver and SCN loks

of mammals. As already desribed, the SCN oordinates the phases of peripheral loks, suh as

that in the liver [22℄. But the SCN is not the only Zeitgeber for the liver lok, food intake is

another important Zeitgeber. Under normal onditions both Zeitgebers are in phase with eah

other. However, when food is only available outside the animal's normal ativity time, feeding

an phase shift the liver lok, but not the SCN lok, so that both loks an take an unusual

phase relationship [10℄. We hoose the model that is used for the experiment depited in Figure

5. Furthermore, we equip (12) with an additional term that models the stimulus that is aused

by the food intake as follows

d

dt
P̃0 = ksM̃ − V1

P̃0

K1 + P̃0

+ V2

P̃1

K2 + P̃1

− α̃P̃ 0 exp (−βP0)− δũP̃0 (14)

with δ > 0 where the external stimulus is given by

ũ (t) :=

{

1

4

(

cos
(

2π t
24

+ ϕ̃
)

+ 1
)

if t ≤ t̃

u (t) else
(15)

with u (t) de�ned by

u (t) :=
1

4

(

cos

(

2π
t

24
+ ϕ

)

+ 1

)

(16)

and t̃ > 0. Equation (14) indues a further digestion of P̃0 by the term −δũP̃0. More spei�,

the model onsiders the ase that food intake orrelates with the digestion of P̃0. We hoose the

external stimulus u suh that it is inphase with the SCN, that means ϕ = 0 in (16) whih is

assoiated with day light. Now we hoose ϕ̃ = π as food intake is supposed to happen at night

instead of the day whih orresponds to ϕ̃ = 0. That means that until t̃ food intake happens at

night and after t̃ food intake is at day time.

In Figure 6 we only depit the time urves for per mRNA to keep the �gure lear for t̃ = 160.
We see that the phase of the peripheral lok (M̃) is shifted by about 6 hours after the transient

ompared to the phase of the entral lok (Mu
) when food intake happens at night. When the

food intake takes plae again at day time as in Figure 6 after t = 160, i.e. there is no shift between
u and ũ, then the peripheral lok is synhronized to the entral lok again after a transient of

about 1 day.

The e�et on the peripheral osillator an be interpreted as follows. All the external stimuli or

signal inputs, respetively, are integrated by the peripheral lok. The optimal time point for the
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(a) (b)

() (d)

(e)

Figure 5: A peripheral osillator oupled in antiphase to the moleular lok. (a) Time urves of

the seond osillator where the agents M̃ , P̃0, P̃1, P̃2 and P̃N ful�ll analog equations orresponding

to (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (11) and α̃ = 0.5. (b) Time urve of the external stimulus u

de�ned in (16), of M alulated from the model (1) to (5), of M̃ alulated by an analogous model

like (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (11) with α̃ = 0.5 and of Mu
alulated from (1) to (5)

where (2) is replaed by (8) with α = 1 for (16). In () and (d) a peripheral osillator oupled in

phase to the moleular lok. () Time urves of the seond osillator where the agents M̃ , P̃0, P̃1,

P̃2 and P̃N ful�ll analog equations orresponding to (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (12) with

α̃ = 0.5, β = 2. (d) Time urve of the external stimulus u de�ned in (16), of M alulated from

the model (1) to (5), of M̃ alulated by an analogous model like (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed

by (12) with α̃ = 0.5, β = 2 and of Mu
alulated from (1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (8)

with α = 1 for (16). In (e) the time urve of the external stimulus u de�ned in (16) where Mu
and

M̃ are alulated as in (a) and (b). The quantity M̃p
is alulated by an analogous model as M̃

where (11) is replaed by (13) with αP = 0.5. After the transient, we have a shift of about 12.7
hours between Mu

and M̃ and of about 15.8 hours between Mu
and M̃p

.
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Figure 6: Time urve of the external stimulus u de�ned in (16) and ũ de�ned in (15) with t̃ = 160
and ϕ̃ = π, of M alulated from the model 1 to (5), of M̃ alulated by an analogous model like

(1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (14) with α̃ = 0.3, β = 2, δ = 0.4 and of Mu
alulated from

(1) to (5) where (2) is replaed by (8) with α = 1 for (16) with ϕ = 0.

liver ell to be ative and to ful�ll the intended tasks in the body is triggered by the input and

importane (strength) of the external stimuli or signal inputs reeived from the SCN and feeding.

Reating on di�erent external stimuli at the same time aording to a mehanism mentioned above

in (14) an also be seen as making a ompromise to meet all the irumstanes at the same time

that orrespond to the simultaneously emerging external stimuli.

Notie that the loser ϕ̃ is to ϕ the smaller the shift of the phases of the two osillators is and

the stronger the stimulus ũ is the loser the shift of the phases of the two osillators omes to the

phase shift between u and ũ.

Disussion

We start our disussion by brie�y outlining the novelty of the present work before we give more

details and relate our work to existing ones. Our simulation starts with a minimal osillator

model and it is extended by an external stimuli framework that has not been used before (see

[11, 33, 31, 34, 15℄). This framework allows to analyze the behavior of di�erent external stimuli

in order to demonstrate the generality and the pratiability of the framework that allows easily

to inlude external stimuli exempli�ed for iradian loks and osillator oupling. Further the

novelty is espeially in modeling several e�ets reported in experimental works just by our uni�ed

and omprehensive model. The model is mathematial onsistent and uses an enzyme kineti

formalism based on the law of mass ation. For this reason eah equation an be investigated on

its own by taking the external stimuli as an input funtion with given values. Then the behavior of

the orresponding quantity modeled with this equation an be studied upon the external stimuli,

ranging from e.g. numerial stability to e�ets of the external stimuli to the output values whih

are the values of the orresponding quantity. We do not intended to generate an animal-spei�

model. To ahieve this, the works listed in Table 2 have to be spei�ally onsidered and the

formalisms listed there added to our model, for instane the van der Pol Osillator whih is a very

basal model for understanding osillators with non-linear dynamis.
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Our model provides entrainment to the phase of a periodi external stimulus and the restart of

the iradian rhythm upon inhibition of transription or translation. Di�erent e�ets of external

stimuli to moleular agents are investigated to set up a �y and a mammalian model that are

inluded in our framework. The �y model has a wide range to adapt to di�erent periods of the

external stimulus while the mammalian model provides a rather short range. Behavior under

onstant light is investigated for both models as well as phase-response urves are alulated. It is

also shown how to ouple di�erent osillators with the presented framework to model peripheral

osillators that are oupled to a entral lok and integrate and reeive additional signals to proess

all the information inoming at one. This proedure of oupling an be extended to any model and

is a helpful tool, easy to implement, to study rosstalks and network e�ets of oupled biologial

systems. In this way the modeling works module wise sine sub systems an be ombined together

to a total system by using outputs of the sub systems as inputs for others via the proposed external

stimuli framework.

The iradian lok an be modeled by a system of ordinary di�erential equations that stem

from the theory of enzyme kinetis whih shows a stable rhythmi osillation with a period of

about 24 hours, see for example [11℄. In our work, we aim to extend this model with additional

terms modeling the e�et of external stimuli like light, whih auses ativation or inhibition of

transription or translations as well as the degradation of proteins. We demonstrate that this

model is in aordane with experimental results like entrainment of di�erent periods in a range

around 24 hours, phase-response urves or hanging periods under onstant light. Furthermore,

our model aims at the moleular e�ets that determine the behavior of the osillator upon external

stimuli. By external stimuli we mean any agent that e�ets the orresponding moleular network

like light, hormones or any other hemial agent. The framework allows to investigate also various

other e�ets reported in literature, see Table 1 for instane.

There is previous work where theoretial models are presented that desribe the e�ets of

external stimuli to iradian osillators. In [34, 31, 33, 35℄ they model the external stimuli by

hanging model and reation parameters. However, we model the hange of mRNA and protein

levels aused by external stimuli by inluding additional terms into the unperturbed osillator

model. The model of [11℄ exhibits a limit yle with a period of 24 hours only for a ertain range

of parameters. If the parameters are hanged too muh, the onentration of the moleular agents

adjusts to a onstant value as reported in [33℄. Our framework does not show suh a behavior

beause we model the external stimuli by extra terms instead of hanging model parameters of

the basi system that is responsible for a stable limit yle. In our approah, we fous on e�etive

models that derease or inrease the onentration of per mRNA or PER protein aording to the

e�et of a stimulus and thus overs the e�et of moleular mehanisms. By the word �e�etive� we

mean that our model is a simple, lear and elegant one that inludes only the essential information.

Moreover, we have a straight forward way how to inlude experimental proedures like bloking

translation as it is done in [15℄, for example.

The following works [34, 31, 33℄ alulate phase-response urves where in [31℄ also the limited

entrainment to di�erent external periods is disussed. These results are in aordane to our

results, see the Supplementary material, where we fous also on the explanation of the e�et that

internal periods hange aording to permanent external stimuli. For this purpose, we use the

model of [11℄ with our framework of external stimuli to show that di�erent moleular e�ets of the

permanent stimulus result in a di�erent behavior with respet to onstant light as reported in [17℄

for example (see �Constant light� under Results). These di�erent e�ets are the degradation of PER

protein and the inrease of the per transription. Additionally, we show (in the Supplementary

material) that the endogenous lok modeled by [11℄ extended by our external stimuli framework
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an be stopped and thus an be restarted if the orresponding stimulus delines as reported in

[15℄. Also by this experiment, we see that the model proposed by [11℄ in ombination with our

framework that inludes external stimuli is very robust with respet to perturbations as also for

strong perturbations the osillations with a period of about 23.7 hours start again if the external

stimulus delines. We also show that our model an entrain its phase to the one of an external

Zeitgeber that is straightforward inluded in our presented framework.

It is also demonstrated in the results part how our e�etive model of external stimuli an

be utilized to ouple di�erent osillators, entral and peripheral osillators, see [22℄ for biologial

examples. For the oupling mehanisms, our proposed framework of external stimuli is very useful

as it fouses on the e�et of the external stimuli to model not only light but also hemial agents,

espeially neuropeptide hormones whih also have a signi�ant e�et on entrainment of peripheral

loks aused by signaling from the SCN, see for example [36, 3℄. In our framework, we onsider

the osillators as a marosopi objet that produes stable osillations by moleular mehanisms

whereas in [26℄ the fous is on a multiosillatory approah of oupled osillators that provides a

stable output osillation. We also assume that our system is robust against noise or in other words

the noise is that small and that it does not prevent the system from produing stable osillations.

In [33, 37℄ the issue is addressed with stohasti models how stable osillations an exhibit in spite

of noise. We remark that our framework an also be applied to stohasti models. Furthermore,

our framework of implementing external stimuli is not restrited to the speial model presented in

[11℄ but an be applied to any model onsisting of di�erential equations, like [34, 31, 32, 26℄, to set

up an e�etive model that onsiders the e�et of external stimuli to ertain agents of the network.

Therefore, our framework is generi and has a high explanation power that extends the mentioned

work in a new way.

Moreover, our framework also provides a priniple mehanism how to explain the e�ets referred

to singularity where one pulse of light an stop the osillation and another an start the osillation

again, see [38℄ for further reading. Two onepts an be used for explaining this. The �rst possibility

is to use a marosopi model that desribes a population of mirosopi osillators as a single

marosopi osillator. To desribe the singularity the orresponding equations have to ontain

a point of rest, sometimes alled steady state, see for example [39℄ for a system of di�erential

equations having several steady states. If the external stimulus brings the system su�iently lose

to that steady state, then the system onverges to that point of rest as shown in [13℄. This means

that at this speial point the values of the agents' onentration are suh that their variation with

respet to time is (almost) zero and thus there are no osillations anymore. If a seond pulse of an

external stimulus brings the system su�iently away from the steady state, the osillations start

again. However, in our model based on Goldbeter's one we have not observed suh a behavior

of a steady state in addition to the limit irle. A seond possibility to desribe the e�et of

singularity is to onsider several mirosopi osillators whose output then is added together to a

marosopi osillation. The key is that these mirosopi osillators are oupled inhomogeneously

to the external stimulus that means that eah ouple onstant defers a little bit. This an be for

example beause the ells are exposed di�erently to light beause they are overed di�erently by

tissue. It an be shown with our model that already �ve osillators that have the same phase

at the beginning get out of phase upon a one hour pulse of external stimulus depending on its

strength and at whih phase time it is given. Then the total marosopi osillation is weaker

as the mirosopi osillators have di�erent phases aused by their inhomogeneous oupling to

the external stimulus and thus the addition of all outputs provides a smaller amplitude sine, for

instane, one osillator is at the lowest point of its osillation and another is at its highest point.

A seond pulse brings all the mirosopi osillators to approximately the same phase again suh
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that the marosopi osillation has the initial amplitude. This works beause the mirosopi

osillators are all in�uened di�erently aording to their phase at the time when the seond pulse

of the external stimulus is given suh that after this pulse all the mirosopi osillators are (almost)

in the same phase again. Simulations with �ve oupled osillators an be found in [40, Point of

singularity, page 47 �.℄.

Conlusion

We present a framework to model how external stimuli in�uene the iradian lok and how they

an synhronize the rhythm to the external time phase. We extend the original model of Goldbeter

et al. [11℄ to a general framework of external stimuli. We analyze it with respet to its behavior

upon di�erent external stimuli in order to demonstrate the versatility, generality and appliation

of our proposed external stimuli osillator response model.

We show how to model and investigate di�erent moleular e�ets of a permanent stimulus and

how it results in a di�erent behavior with respet to onstant light, light-dark yles and phase

shifts by strong stimuli. Our e�etive model of external stimuli an be utilized to obtain phase

response urves, ouple entral and peripherals osillators and look at food entrained peripheral

loks whih serves as a blueprint for module wise modeling by assemble a total biologial system

by sub systems using outputs of a sub system as an input for another sub system. Moreover,

our framework divides a biologial system into sub systems onsidering the proess of modeling

these sub systems as reating funtions mapping input information to output information where

the external stimuli are the interfaes. The interfae onsists of the input information from the

environment whih is given into the onsidered biologial system and the output information of the

system whih evolves aording to the dynami of the biologial system. The dynami is aptured in

the orresponding mathematial model. In partiular, our framework provides a priniple method

how to investigate and explain the e�ets on biologial osillators referred to singularity where

one pulse of light an stop the osillation and another one an start the osillation again by

the inhomogeneous oupling of many osillators to an external stimulus. The model allows to

investigate also e�ets on iradian loks suh as relative oordination whih means that the

period of the iradian lok adapts to the period of the external stimulation in a ertain range

where outside this range the period of the iradian lok is not e�eted by the period of the

external stimulation.

In summary, our model allows to elegantly ahieve a semi quantitative desription of diverse

experimental e�ets on the iradian lok or a general biologial osillator upon external stimuli

like light. This is omprehensively desribed here with a simple but e�etive mathematial model

that ontains di�erential equations that exhibit a solution that osillates with a period of about 24

hours and terms that inrease or derease the onentration of a orresponding moleular agent of

the osillator, depending on the intensity of the orresponding stimulus and the agent's onentra-

tion. All sripts and the framework are available with a tutorial at https://www.biozentrum.uni-

wuerzburg.de/bioinfo/omputing/iradian/.

Methods

We used the Wolfram Mathematia software, mainly the NDSolve funtion, to solve all the systems

of ordinary di�erential equations of whih our models onsist.
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The Mathematia �les The Mathematia �les from

https://www.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de/bioinfo/omputing/iradian/ an be used for the start-

ing point of investigations. The �les are set up to solve ordinary di�erential equations and plots

the orresponding time urves. One the user has replaed the urrent model by their model,

the �les an immediately be used. In addition the Mathematia �les an be used as a blueprint

to easily build a new environment in any software that an solve ordinary di�erential equations

numerially.
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